Introduction. Bouligand [l] recognized the importance of the nearest-points mapping for a closed set X and the set Sx of points with more than one nearest point in X for the study of geometry. Later Motzkin [3], [4] used them in the proof of his theorem characterizing closed convex sets. We use them to show, essentially, that Sx characterizes the complement of X in its convex hull. Our result includes the Motzkin theorem as a special case and yields a theorem of Valentine [5] as a corollary. The original motivation and background for our work can be found in [2] .
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The statement of the theorem. To every closed set A of the Euclidean n-dimensional space E we associate its closed convex hull C74) and its convex deficiency D = DiA) = CiA)\A.
We denote by ir the nearest-points mapping A and by r the distance from A:
where d denotes the Euclidean distance. We let Bix) denote the closed ball around x ol radius rix) and B°ix) denote its interior. Observe that Boix)f~\A=0
and Bix)C\A = irx. We shall say that x(£A is a skeletal point of A iff Bix) is contained in no other Bix'). The set of all skeletal points of A is the skeleton of A and is denoted by S. The skeletal pair of A is (5, q), where q is the restriction of r to 5. Clearly S contains all points having more than one nearest point in A; in fact, as already shown by Motzkin [3] , such points form a dense subset of S.
Our main result may now be stated. For each set X we put X*-{x: xEE, d(x, C(X))=d(x, y) with yEX}. Notice that X = C(X)C\X*. The proof of the next lemma is immediate.
Lemma 4. The skeleton S of A is the set of those points xED* for
for every yEtrx.
We can now establish the first half of the theorem. Let A, A' be two closed sets with equal convex deficiency D. Then P74) = P(A') by Lemma 3, and rix) =r'ix) lor each sc£P(i) by Lemma 2. Lemma 4 yields S = S' and consequently q = q'. 
